Lisa Clapier is one of the world's leading global solution live broadcast transmedia producers,
spectrum Peace Ambassador. Lisa’s expertise is future trends of media, technology, art, entertainment, and collaboration,
for global live broadcasts/networks, promoting a culture of peace. Her venue specialty: 360° multimedia domes
"Media has the power to change the global game for the better. My media activism passion is sourcing and
broadcasting evolutionary best practices, focused on navigating earth's present shift into a higher level of
consciousness, on behalf of a thriving, peaceful, sustainable world for all!" - Lisa Clapier

Transmedia Producer World Peace One 'WP1' a global
movement for peace, reaching billions through concerts,
music, education, social media, art, and broadcasts!
Birthed from Hollywood with Claes Nobel (patriarch of
the Nobel Peace Prize family), WP1 is made up of the
most experienced producers, media professionals in the
industry, renown for relief benefit concerts and the largest
global simulcast concerts broadcast, in history.
#ForgottenPeople #UnitedEarth
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Co-Founder, Live Broadcast Transmedia Producer Unify the largest independent, global broadcast in history
December 21, 2012 with 2,777,430 people participating globally in synchronized moments of prayer,
meditation, & silence, in over 3,000 cities, including over 200 sacred sites. Over 100million viewers watched!
From 99% to 100%, from Occupy to Unify, from Anonymous to Unanimous, Unify was the portal of all peace
and Mayan calendar events December 2012. Millions of people worldwide aligned in a collective moment of
silence for the first time in human history. Individuals rooted in inner peace, forming communities of peace,
globally synchronized, moments of World Peace. Unifying non-violent, peaceful, harmonious action with
nature’s global values. Lisa has maintained a 24/7 culture of peace broadcast, since September 2011 at
UnifyEvolution.info curating evolutionary best practices and solutions, facilitating a global transition, for
good! The broadcasts began, as part of Princeton University’s Noosphere Global Consciousness Project.

UnifyEvolution.info Cultures of Peace, has been broadcasting the UN’s International Day of Peace since
September 2011, in additional to other United Nation peace related events: World Peace and Prayer Day, Earth
Day and more. UnifyEvolution.info is also dedicated to broadcasting, empowering and lifting the indigenous
voice by broadcasting and contributing to Standing Rock #NoDAPL, the 13 Indigenous Grandmothers, the
United Indigenous Nations Council, Eagle Condor Reunions, and especially the women, grandmothers whose
wisdom, compassion and sacrifice is the key to changing the world.

"We can all be the change we wish to see in the world? For truth, honor, integrity, and in solidarity as brothers and
sisters on one living planet, let's create a thriving, healed, sustainable world together where everything we
experience is a beautiful exchange of love, dignity, respect, and honor!" - Lisa Clapier

"The only way out is in! True activism begins on the inside, so you will find much of my work related to
transcendence in practical ways for living a joy-filled, purposeful life!" - Lisa Clapier
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International Executive Producer, Transmedia Producer Futures Festival ’Idea Labs’ premiering innovations
in futures of film, technology, art/music, environment, education, infrastructure, wellness/health, science, and
transmedia solutions in facilitating a global transition, for good. Idea Labs will premiere 2017 from a city of
the future (details to be announced).

Founder BeautifulExchange a humanitarian funding platform for ‘stewards of life!’ A crowd sourcing, gift
exchange and sharing society funding platform, modeling a thriving world that works for all, in harmony with
nature. If Paradise were on Earth now, what would it look like? The indigenous people of the planet began
drumming 'for all their relations' calling all people on the planet to unify in peace December 21, 2012. They
are calling 'all people to gather around the sacred fire of life! Beautiful Exchange curates evolutionary best
practices and solutions towards love, peace, and wisdom for all! Bridging local and/or global people together
for virtual town hall forums, the ability to vote/consent, premiering workshops/events for evolutionary leaders,
broadcasting content to inspire and invite participation and collaboration. All content on this revolutionary
exchange platform, focuses upon navigating earth’s present shift to a higher level of consciousness.

Co-Producer OneLoveFest ‘Love in
Action’ OneLoveFest is in its 6th year,
and hosts an annual community (familyfriendly) festival of music, workshops,
healers and messages of Unity! An
amazing experience in nature. Producer
of OneLove Woodstock’s 45th Anniversary. OneLoveFest Founder: Ken
Schwenker, Co-Founder of BhaktiFest.
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Ambassador PeoplesMic and HerGlobalVoices an online global town hall platform, using technology
facilitating collaboration and cooperation from a whole systems approach in the following memes: Art,
Economics, Education, Environment, Governance, Health, Infrastructure, Justice, Media, Relations, Science,
Spirituality, Worldview. In-person and virtual participation, interactive, and live, aligning millions towards a
common goal(s)!
Original Organizer, Media Producer Occupy Wall Street in Los Angeles and New York City. Interview with
Lisa, October 2011, during Occupy Los Angeles occupation. Lisa was one of the original organizers in Los
Angeles, and one of the few women coordinators, resulting in Los Angeles City Council adopting a resolution
to ‘End Corporate Personhood’ October 2011. (Show archives and GA’s upon request.)
Founder Activism.Media a media and news hub, curating intelligent reports from activists on the ground,
journalists on front-lines, and ‘Activism 101’ toolkit for those yearning to take action in support of what is
important to them, in following their passion effectively. Lisa formerly contributed feature articles for the Los
Angeles Post, also called 'Activism Media.' Activism Media’s contributors, consists of over 40 activities who
contribute their time and genius in promoting ‘real’ news, for informing effective change. Activism Media was
launched at iconic singer Michelle Phillips’ Los Angeles home, with media makers making a difference:
Shepard Fairey, Tom Shadyac, Marianne Williamson, Mikki Willis, Ron Kovic, Magda Freedom and more.
Co-founder, Peace Ambassador, Transmedia Producer Humanitarian Aid & Rescue Project’s transmedia
platform within the humanitarian sector, bridging media and technology for rescue relief. Providing media
intelligence, as eyes and ears on the ground, at top ecocide and conflict zones globally. Operation #1 was
established in June 2012 in South Sudan; which evolved into George Clooney & John Prendergast ‘The
Sentry.’ Followed by Antarctica region, assisting Sea Shepherd’s Whale Wars. HARP is currently aiding Haiti.
Host Club Ankh a premiere club experience for humanitarians, broadcast live 'American Band Stand-style!' A
'must' experience! Produced on case-by-case basis, invite only venues (Sundance, Grammys, etc.) upon request.
Original Organizer Humanity’s Team Lisa created their first website(s), architected, built and established a
network of global websites. Lisa created Humanity’s Team ‘How to Create a Grassroots Movement’ kit,
speaking on their behalf at many events, including their launch, organizing and coordinating what has turned
into a global movement since 2003; still supporting, contributing and broadcasting for them.
Member United Nations Department of Economic and Social Council; and Peace Ambassador and royal
member of the Maharlika Royal Kingdom HRH Dayang-Dayang KeepsEagleCondor Lisa Clapier of
Mindanao, Sulu, North Borneo-Sabah. Lisa is also Ambassador General of the Spiritual Council of 12
Lisa has been involved in the humanitarian sector all of her life, and after several life altering events, dedicated
herself to serving humanity through transmedia. Passion: 360-degree live media production, in multi-media domes!
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